Receive your own copy of *Parliamentary Affairs* the established quarterly journal, full of lively and topical articles written by political commentators, politicians and academics. *Parliamentary Affairs* covers all aspects of government and politics concerning Parliament and parliamentary systems in Britain and throughout the world.

This year’s volume includes an issue covering the international debate on abortion, and to mark the 50th anniversary of the Hansard Society, an issue which is devoted to the last half century of British Government, with an eye to the future...

**David Butler**, Nuffield College, University of Oxford: 'I find more articles worth reading in *Parliamentary Affairs* than I do in any other academic journal.'

Take advantage of our special offer to receive a **free sample copy**, and see for yourself how valuable and authoritative *Parliamentary Affairs* actually is.

Can you afford to miss it?

To obtain your **free sample copy** contact: Journals Marketing Department (X94) Oxford University Press 2001 Evans Road Cary NC 27513 USA
The Frank M. Covey, Jr., Loyola Lectures in Political Analysis were founded in 1968 at Loyola University Chicago to provide a forum for political philosophers. The lectures are not narrowly constrained by a single topic. Rather, the theme of these lectures is the integration of modern normative evaluation and empirical investigation, and the application of this integrated analysis to such contemporary political phenomena as domestic and international conflict, American pluralism, and political integration in new societies. Following their public presentation, the lectures are then published in book form by the University of Notre Dame Press. The titles include:

- Roger D. Masters  
  *Machiavelli, Leonardo, and the Science of Power*  
  (Summer 1995 publication)  
  $16.95 cloth

- Michael Walzer  
  *Thick and Thin: Moral Argument at Home and Abroad*  
  $16.95 cloth

- David McLellan  
  *Unto Caesar: The Political Relevance of Christianity*  
  $19.95 cloth

- Barry Cooper  
  *Action into Nature: An Essay on the Meaning of Technology*  
  $34.95 cloth

- Tracy B. Strong  
  *The Idea of Political Theory: Reflections on the Self in Political Time and Space*  
  $28.95 cloth

- Richard Shelly Hartigan  
  *The Future Remembered: An Essay in Biopolitics*  
  $22.95 cloth

- Christian Bay  
  *Strategies of Political Emancipation*  
  $22.95 cloth

- Glenn Tinder  
  *Against Fate: An Essay on Personal Dignity*  
  $9.95 paper

At bookstores or call (800) 621-2736 (VISA or MasterCard accepted):

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME PRESS
Chicago Distribution Center, 11030 S. Langley, Chicago, IL 60628
Michael Zuckert proposes a new view of the political philosophy that lay behind the founding of the United States. Zuckert examines the Whig or opposition tradition as it developed in England. He argues that there were, in fact, three opposition traditions: Protestant, Grotian, and Lockean. It was John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon, the English "Cato," who, according to Zuckert, brought together Lockean political philosophy and pre-existing Whig political science into a new and powerful synthesis.

Although it has been misleadingly presented as a separate "classical republican" tradition in recent scholarly discussions, it is this "new republicanism" that served as the philosophical point of departure for the founders of the American republic.

"Michael Zuckert has written a very fine book. ... By any standard, Zuckert's scholarship is impressive. He is erudite, he is a marvelously subtle reader of texts, and he is a careful and able critic."

—Wilson Carey McWilliams


PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
AVAILABLE AT FINE BOOKSTORES OR DIRECTLY FROM THE PUBLISHER: 609-883-1759
Forthcoming in the Summer Issue

American Faces of Machiavelli

*C. Bradley Thompson* on John Adams

*Karl Walling* on Alexander Hamilton

*Paul Rahe* on Thomas Jefferson

*Robert Eden*

On Woodrow Wilson and Executive Power

*Shin Chiba*

On Hannah Arendt on Love and the Political